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            Abstract
Reproduction through sex carries substantial costs, mainly because only half of sexual adults produce offspring1. It has been theorized that these costs could be countered if sex allows sexual selection to clear the universal fitness constraint of mutation load2,3,4. Under sexual selection, competition between (usually) males and mate choice by (usually) females create important intraspecific filters for reproductive success, so that only a subset of males gains paternity. If reproductive success under sexual selection is dependent on individual condition, which is contingent to mutation load, then sexually selected filtering through ‘genic capture’5 could offset the costs of sex because it provides genetic benefits to populations. Here we test this theory experimentally by comparing whether populations with histories of strong versus weak sexual selection purge mutation load and resist extinction differently. After evolving replicate populations of the flour beetle Tribolium castaneum for 6 to 7 years under conditions that differed solely in the strengths of sexual selection, we revealed mutation load using inbreeding. Lineages from populations that had previously experienced strong sexual selection were resilient to extinction and maintained fitness under inbreeding, with some families continuing to survive after 20 generations of sib × sib mating. By contrast, lineages derived from populations that experienced weak or non-existent sexual selection showed rapid fitness declines under inbreeding, and all were extinct after generation 10. Multiple mutations across the genome with individually small effects can be difficult to clear, yet sum to a significant fitness load; our findings reveal that sexual selection reduces this load, improving population viability in the face of genetic stress.
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                    Figure 1: Extinction trajectories under increasing inbreeding differ between family lines derived from strong (red squares) versus weak (blue circles) sexual selection histories.[image: ]


Figure 2: Reproductive fitness declines under increasing inbreeding of families derived from strong (red squares) versus weak (blue circles) sexual selection histories differ in magnitude and rate.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Experimental rationale for purging and then exposing mutation load.
Having been changed by strong (+SS, red) versus weak (−SS, blue) histories of sexual selection, while under equal influences of natural selection (NS), variation in mutation load residing in the form of recessive alleles is exposed via inbreeding. Inbreeding was enforced through monogamous sib × sib pairings, also eliminating concurrent confounds of interlocus sexual conflict. Populations with reduced mutation load as a result of histories of strong sexual selection are predicted to resist extinction (survival, s) and maintain fitness (f) under continuous inbreeding (i).


Extended Data Figure 2 Experimental evolution protocols for regimes A and B.
Contrasting intensities of strong (red) versus weak (blue) sexual selection were imposed upon each generation of adult reproduction, while equalizing effective population size within a regime, and allowing full genetic mixing within the replicate lines at the egg/larval/pupal stages. From the start, each treatment was replicated to create three independent lines. Regime A (a) applied contrasting sexual selection by varying adult operational sex ratio, while regime B (b) enforced monogamy to compare against polyandry.


Extended Data Figure 3 Extinction and fitness decline protocols.
Inbreeding in family lines was performed via sib × sib crosses for up to 20 generations across 3 years. To measure extinction (a), a family was considered extinct when it failed to produce offspring, or offspring were of the same sex (which occurred in only 9 out of 216 family lines, indicating no sex-specific pre-adult mortality by treatment). In regime A, extinction data were collected from 28 initial families per line, three lines per sexual selection treatment, comparing both strong versus weak treatments (n = 168 total family lines). In regime B, extinction data were collected from eight initial families per line, three lines per sexual selection treatment, comparing both strong versus weak treatments (n = 48 total family lines). To measure fitness decline (b), two additional sib × sib pairs per family per generation were bred to estimate reproductive fitness in every generation by counting number of offspring produced (see Methods). In both regimes A and B, fitness data were collected from eight initial families per line, three lines per sexual selection treatment, and both strong versus weak treatment contrasts in each.


Extended Data Figure 4 Estimated heterozygosity (±s.e.m.) does not differ between experimental evolution sexual selection treatments within regime A (left) and regime B (right).
Linear mixed effect modelling showed the estimated heterozygosity of the male-biased selection treatment (M: Hest = 0.312, t = 9.468) is not significantly different from that of female-biased (F: Hest = 0.318, t = 9.295, P = 0.863), but is significantly different from monogamous and polyandrous treatments (Mo: Hest = 0.199, t = 6.453, P = 0.003; Po: Hest = 0.197, t = 6.397, P = 0.003). The estimated heterozygosities of monogamous and polyandrous treatments are not significantly different (P = 0.956) (see Methods).

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 5 Concordance between raw data and model fit in extinction analyses.
Survival curves of raw data (thick and dotted lines) overlaid on model fit (shaded areas with mean curves and 95% confidence intervals). Survival of families derived from strong (red, solid line) or weak (blue, dotted line) sexual selection treatment histories differed: (a) regime A, male-biased (red) versus female-biased (blue) sexual selection treatments; (b) regime B, polyandrous (red) versus monogamous (blue); (c) regimes A and B combined into a single analysis. See Fig. 1 and the main text for results of statistical analyses, and Methods and Extended Data Figs 2 and 3 for details of protocols, methods and experimental design.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 6 Regime A.
Boxplots of the relationships between fitness and inbreeding generation for the male-biased (a and c) versus the female-biased (b and d) treatments. Curves show the predicted relationships between reproductive fitness and inbreeding generation from the GLMMs, and the narrow red and blue shadows show the 95% confidence intervals predicted from the fixed effects. Horizontal bars indicate medians, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum values, and circles indicate outliers (values 1.5 times higher or lower than the first and third quartiles, respectively). Comparison of a versus b identifies the difference in total fitness declines between strong versus weak sexual selection histories in regime A, while c versus d identifies the same difference in decline for fitness but only for the sibling pairs that produced at least some offspring (that is, omitting zero fitness values that may have resulted from a failure to mate). See Fig. 1, main text and Extended Data Table 1 for results of statistical analyses.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 7 Regime B.
Boxplots of the relationships between fitness and inbreeding generation for the polyandrous (a and c) versus the monogamous (b and d) treatments. Curves show the predicted relationships between reproductive fitness and inbreeding generation from the GLMMs, and the narrow red and blue shadows show the 95% confidence intervals predicted from the fixed effects. Horizontal bars indicate medians, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum values, and circles indicate outliers (values 1.5 times higher or lower than first and third quartiles, respectively). Comparison of a versus b identifies the difference in total fitness declines between strong versus weak sexual selection histories in regime B, while c versus d identifies the same difference in decline for fitness but only for the sibling pairs that produced at least some offspring (that is, omitting zero fitness values that may have resulted from a failure to mate). See Fig. 1, main text and Extended Data Table 1 for results of statistical analyses.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 8 Across 7 days of mating opportunity, males successfully inseminated 50 females on average (±s.e.m.).
Six virgin females were allocated to individual GA1 control stock males (n = 11) every 12 h for 7 days, providing males with 84 potential mates. Over this 1 week period (replicating that applied within the experimental evolution protocols, Extended Data Fig. 2), males successfully inseminated and generated offspring from an average of 50 females (see Methods).

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Table 1 Fixed-effect parameter estimates from negative binomial GLMMs of the relationship between fitness and generation of inbreeding for male-biased and female-biased treatments (regime A), and polyandrous and monogamous treatments (regime B), and their statistical interactions. See Methods for details of replication and sample sizes.Full size table
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Sexual reproduction is more costly than the asexual kind because the genetic contribution of a given individual to the next generation is halved. A disadvantage of asexual reproduction is the accumulation of mutations, and it has been suggested that sexual selection, which acts when reproduction is achieved through competition and choice, might purge mutation. Matthew Gage and colleagues tested this theory in a study of populations of the flour beetle Tribolium castaneum raised for seven years under conditions of strong or weak sexual selection. Lineages from populations that had previously experienced strong sexual selection were resilient to extinction and maintained fitness, even with strong inbreeding, with some families continuing to survive after 20 generations of sibling–sibling mating. By contrast, lineages derived from populations that experienced weak or non-existent sexual selection showed rapid fitness declines under inbreeding, and all were extinct after the tenth generation.
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